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ABSTRACT

This report reviews the recent changes in the global political, econo-

mic, and military environment to determine where modifications are warranted

in the defense RDT&E planning process to incorporate reformulated national

security goals. The report examines the relationship between such parameters
as defense goals and guidelines, assessments, and objectives and introduces

a methodology with which to improve the RDT&E planning process.

DISCLAIMER

The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the offi-

cial policies, either expressed or implied, of the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency or the U.S. Government.
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FOREWORD

This study is an element of the research program for the Defense Ad-

I vanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and is concerned with the develop-

ment of RDT&E planning and strategy parameters. It is a complementary

task to such other ARPA sponsored research as the analysis of defense R&D

issues, technology transfer, and studies of Soviet strategy. The study

is concerned with an analysis of the international and domestic trends

5which impact upon future defense planning and the introduction of appro-

priate goals and guidelines to stimulate the RDT&E planning process. The

scope of the effort required a broad understanding of the many factors iv,-

fluencing the planning process; to this end a series of input papers were

prepared to further the analysis. These are contained in Appendices A

through E of this report. The appended input papers include discussions

of:

a Defense Planning Guidelines

e A Description of the Formal DOD RDT&E System

e Defense RDT&E Policies

* *e Defense R&D Objectives

o RDT&E Constraining Factors

The Project Leader was Ronald C. Wakeford who was supported in thL

research effort by William W. Perry (Consultant), John C. Scharfen, an..

' Hazel T. Ellis as well as other staff members and consultants of L ni~ C.

Richard B. Foster

Director
Strategic Studies Center
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PRECEDIW3 PA j*ANYNOT FIUMED

I INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in the global political, economic and military

environment suggest that modifications have to be incorporated into

the national security planning process. While planning mechanismsA have been modified and amended, the question arises whether the cumulative

effect of recent events is not now so extensive as to warrant an appraisal

of current plans and a reformulation of the planning system to coincide

more accurately with future defense needs. Recent changes in the inter-

national environment include:

* A revamping of top-level national strategy in response to

economic difficulties with attendant political-military

repercussions in the West and Japan.

e The extensive shift in military power in favor of the USSR and

the consequent changes in threat.

, Increased tension and crises in the Middle East.

" The introduction of new policies to establish detentes and

treaties and controlling the deployment and use of strategic
nuclear weapons.

* A deterioration of the partnership role of allies at a time
of increased need for cooperation.

The principal changes in the domestic environment include:

:1 * Deterioration in the national economy, increasing inflation,
and trends toward a diminishing defense budget.

o A restaffing of DOD senior positions, administration and Congres-
sional changes, and the concomitant revised interpretations of
defense roles and missions.

* An extensive shift in U.S. public and Congressional attitude

toward defense and military technology.

b
e A growing problem of basic resource scarcities including energy

and raw materials.
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The above factors and others impact on the optimum use of R&D

resources by DOD, so it is necessary to examine and assess the derivation

of R&D goals, processes, and planning procedures for strengths and

weaknesses vis-a-vis this changed environment. A planning strategy

for the achievement of defense and RDT&E goals must be developed and

assessed with regard to its contribution to national security in the

new milieu. This report examines the methodological considerations

that must be assimilated in the development of an improved defense RDT&E

planning system.

2
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II RESEARCH APPROACH

A. General

The research of defense RDT&E planning strategies, reported herein,

focuses on three objectives:

1. The identification of the key parameters involved in th

formulation of RDT&E strategy, to include defense goals dc

guidelines, RDT&E goals and objectives, and evaluation ciitcri .

2. The identification and evaluation of the key RDT&E planning

issues.

J 3. The derivation of an RDT&E planning methodology in keeping with
recent changes in political, economic and military envirornent.

B. Study Tasks

The stud, approach consists of four tasks as outlined below and

related in Figure 1.

* Task 1 is concern-ed with the assessment and synthesis of nati
security factors to support the development of defense planning
guidelines. This task encompassed a comprehensive review of those

global and domestic interactions which are the primary influence

or principal drive to the development of national security
policy and are the catalyst for military force planning. The

effort drew heavily from current and recent SSC work, is repre-
-4 sentative of SSC assessments of the United States and adversary

nltional postures, and results in the formulation of defense
planning guidelines for future military forces.

surrounding these policies. The policies considered wer cate-*Task 2 summarizes current defense RDT&E policies ann tne ke. i~aucs,

gorized as requirements policies, functional division policit ,

cooperative policies, program implementation policies, progran,
management policies and performer policies. Each of these poicIts
will be analyzed to determine (1) the principal activities currently
associated with the policy and, where discernible, the resources
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allocated in terms of funds, manpower, and organization, (2) :
current issues associated wit!, the policy as expressed by ,mini -
tration officials or the Congress, or debated between them, _ntl
(3) the rationale used in the formulation or updating of tiL

policies being considered.

a Tas;k 3 consists of the analysis of key problems in integraL[.,;
defense RDT&E into national security planning. Issues oxa. a
include the deterrent role of technology with regard to unural
purpose forces, the rationale of technological superiority as
opposed to technological balance, the role of R&D in international
cooperation, the role of technology surprise in X&D planning, the

value of NTA methodology in R&D planning, the value of "negotiat.Lrg
bargaining chips" as a rationale for R&D programs, the impact
of technology transfer on national security, and the implications
of short wars on defense R&D.

9 Task 4 involves the analysis and integration of Tasks 1, 2, and
3 to expose the corapatibiiities/incompatibilities between

current R&D planning and national goals and objectives :o pro-
vide a rationale for the development of an updated RDT&E plani
strategy. The components of analysis were (1) defense guiuelkres
derived from SSC analyses, (2) current defense RDT&E ?oliy zrl
constraining factors, and (3) key issues in integrating defense
RDT&E into national security policy.

C. Study Outputs

The study outputs are documented in two reports. These are:

1. Defense RDT&E Planning and Strategy Parameters: Methodoiogical

Considerations. This report contains an analysis and findings
on the major parameters affecting the development of defense
RDT&E planning strategy.

2. Key Issues in Defense R&D Planning. This report, whicn, is
published under separate cover, contains an analysis of tie.
key issues which impact RDT&E strategy formulation, ana caLbe

.4.1 shifts in defense and RDT&E policy.

Loa. "
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111 FORI(E I;N POLICY AN[ )EFENSE GUIDELINES

re role of defense RDT&E planning is most appropriately expressed

in terms of the relationship it bears to national security and foreign

policy planning and more specifically to defense guidelines. As a mechanism

for improving military operational capability it plays a major, if not

dominant, role in the development of the future national security posture.

In the national strategy arena, progress in defense RDT&E often stimulates

changes in foreign or domestic policy as its "high technology" impact

reverberates throughout the world. The purpose of this section of the

report is to examine the key relationships between U.S. foreign policy

and defense guidelines to discern and describe any desirable modifications

that are occasioned by changes in the international and domestic environ-

ments.

P National security planning derives from analyses of the political,

military and economic interactions among countries whose postures, or

changes in posture, significantly affect power relationships between

the United States and other nations. Before proceeding with a discussion

of the present national security planning procedures and goals, it is

of value to trace the progress of foreign policy formulation through the

past three decades to discern trends, and the impact of these trends,

upon R&D planning. Accordingly, the evolution of U.S. military strategy

from 1953 to March of 1971, which was cited by Secretary Laird in a report

. to Congress, I is discussed Delow.

In brief, the 1953-1960 Eisenhower era was characterized by strategies

of collective security and massive retaliation. Each was an innovative

Melvin R. Laird, Secretary of Defense, Statement on the Fiscal Year

1972-76 Defense Program and the 1972 Defense Budget Before the House
Armed Services Committee (9 March 1971).



concept of the United States and a significant departure from historical

precedent. The concept of collective security was based on the threat

perceived by the United States of Russian territorial and ideological

expansion. Massive retaliation was based on strategic dominance (and later,

strategic superiority) over Soviet forces. The limited NATO general purpose

forces functioned, to some degree, as a trip wire for the release of nuclear

forces. The strategy was based almost exclusively on deterrence as there

was an extremely limited U.S. capability relative to Soviet strength except

in strategic weapons. European and, to a much more limited extent, Asian

allies as well relied upon the deterrence afforded by the U.S. nuclear

umbrella.

The 1961-1968 Kennedy-Johnson era was characterized by strategies

of flexible response and assured destruction. While the assured destruction

concept was not immediately embraced by the Kennedy administration, for the
better part of this period it was the fundamental precept of nuclear strategy.

Assured destruction was adopted in lieu of its antithesis, counterforce,

which was believed to be destabilizing and to imply that advocates were

seeking a first strike capability. Flexible response was introduced to

broaden the president's options, to reduce dependence upon a trip-wire

strategy, to provide a credible general purpose force capability for a wide

range of options, to reinforce a nuclear fire break strategy (the antithesis

to continuum of force strategy) and, in the rhetoric of the day, "to put the

nuclear genie back in the bottle." The basic premise of the strategy

remained deterrence.

The Nixon Doctrine, first enunciated as a "Strategy for Peace", was

based on three basic principles: partnership, strength and negotiation.

From the very earliest Nixon interpretations of strategy, there was an

emphasis on flexibility which implied a renunciation of exclusive reliance

upon assured destruction: "I must not be--and my successors must not be--

limited to the indiscriminate mass destruction of enemy civilians as the

sole possible response to challenges."1

Richard M. Nixon, "L.S. Foreign Policy for the 1970s: Building for Pvac.,"
Report to the Congress, Volume II, p. 170 (25 February 1971).



The nuclear strategy was described as a doctrine of strategic sufficiency

wit4 "sufficiency" having two meanings: enough force to deter and enough

force to insure that the United States and its allies could not be "black-

mailed." These initial pronouncements were carefully worded, however, to

avoid giving the Soviets the impression that sufficiency and reevaluation

of assured destruction connoted an intention that the United States was

threatening a disarming attack. With the deployment characteristics of

the SLBM, and the prospect of other air and ground platforms, the near-

term capability of either adversary to launch a disarming first-strike attack

diminishes.

in his February 1974 report to the Congress, Defense Secretary

Schlesinger enunciated what has been described as a new policy. "Look-

ing ahead, I already have directed the addition of more deterrent options

than we have previously had available for our strategic nuclear forces,

and such mouifications in targeting doctrine as might be necessary to

achieve taem." The reference to countervalue targeting may not be as

much a departure from established strategic procedures as may be thought.

As indicated previously, President Nixon as early as 1971 stated that he

was seeking a new flexibility in nuclear strategy and renouncing assureL

destruction as a sole possible response. The limited modernization pro-

gram initiated in FY75 to improve missile accuracy and yield would also

Aave been warranted on the basis of Soviet programs to harden missile sites.

jThe inferences of a change in strategy therefore may have been stimulateu

not because there was a significant change in policy but because there was

a requirement to modernize certain aspects of the strategic force.

In his 3 May 1973 report to the Congress, the President noted:

The impact of unconstrained technological developments in particular
must be considered. On the one hand, both sides will want to ensure

*James R. Schlesinger, Secretary of Defense, Statement Before the Senate
Armed Services Committe2 on the FY1975 Defense Budget and the FY1974
Supplemental Budget Request (5 February 1974).

9
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that their forces can be modernized. They will want confidence in

the reliability of their forces and their survivability in
the foreseeable strategic circumstances. On the other hand, if
competition in technology proceeds without restraint, forces capable

* Iof destroying the retaliatory forces of the other side could be
developed; or the thrust of technology could produce such a result
without deliberate decisions. Competition could inexorably intensify
to the point that there could be a high premium on striking first.

In reviewing our strategic nuclear posture it is important to consider

long-term goals as opposed to minor perturbations in strategy which are

intended to serve short-term needs.

In this instance, the short-term negotiation goal of achieving an

arms limiting agreement during the SALT II discussions assumes major

importance in the minds of defense strategists. The Russian perception of

U.S. intent was obviously important in the recent negotiations. They
apparently perceived that the United States was embarking upon an expensive,

technologically superior strategic force modernization program which

stimulated them to agree upon the placement of a cap upon both delivery

systems and the number of MIRVed missiles. The United States was thus

given "bargaining chips" at the conference table, which provided political

(in addition to military) relevance to the strategic offensive R&D program

activities. Hence, the short- and long-term aspects of military strategy

engender a perceptible impact upon defense R&D; in this instance both the

"research" and "development" elements of the program would be in con-

sonance.

The broad U.S. national security related aspects of current national

strategy can be expressed as:

e The strategic policy of the United States is defensive relying
on deterrence as a fundamental concept. To this end, the United
States seeks a balanced defense between conventional and nuclear
forces, both strategic and tactical, to afford a prudent degree
of flexibility.

e The strategy is designed to facilitate negotiations on the limi-
tation of both strategic nuclear arms and conventional forces while
insuring the security of the United States and its allies.

10"4
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9 Military force planning provides that there be, in the event
of a failure of deterrence, an effective warfighting capability
capable of serving options designed to facilitate early war
termination on terms which are not unfavorable to the United
States or its allies. Flexibility is afforded in the identification
of both tactical and strategic targets to give the President a wide
range of options.

Conventional force strategy emphasizes the ability to defend
against conventional aggression; however, the use of tactical
auclear weapons remains an important option in such circumstances.
The strategy provides sufficient ambiguity to reinforce deterrence.
The concept of a continuity of forces requires the forward
deployment of tactical nuclear weapons with forces equipped,
trained and deployed to fight in a tactical nuclear environment.

e The strategy emphasizes the partnership aspects of U.S. military
alliances requiring allied nations to provide a full measure of

tsupport to the defense of their own national interests with the
United States providing leadership and selected military, economic,
or political catalysts to strengthen desired relationships.

• Finally, the strategy recognizes the special requirements and

concerns of its major European allies regarding a devastating
nuclear or prolonged conventional war on the Continent. There-
fore, nuclear guarantees under the terms of existing treaties

* Dand agreements have been restated and verified in foreign policy
reports to the Congress.

Since the early 1970s, planning to meet these military elements of

* strategy stemmed largely from the strength, partnership and negotiations

rubrics of U.S. foreign policy which were based on a perception that the

United States and the Soviet Union will remain the preponderant powers

in the foreseeable future. The policy also perceives that the conflict-

• ing nature of the opposed socio-economic systems will continue as will the

political-military rivalry resulting. In addition, knowledgeable obser-

vers of the two systems have failed to discern any major trends toward1convergence, so the situation is unlikely to change significantly
throughout the 70s or 80s. The uneasy great power relationship requires

that the United States retain its military strength at a level of "suf-

ficiency," which is defined as the "maintenance of forces adequate to

prevent us and our ailies from being coerced" and "enough force to inflict

* •

~~............................................. i ::±iir...: .......... ,. ...



a level of damage on a potential aggressor sufficient to deter him from

attacking.''

The Administration views U.S. relations with its allies, parti-

cularly Western Europe, in terms of an increasing partnership. This policy

recognizes the essential realities of a multipower world where the return

to a "Fortress America" or isolationist concept is counterproductive. Al-

though the United States continues to provide a nuclear guarantee to its

allies, the defense of West European nations makes it necessary for them

to assume more of the burden of their own defense.

The combination of finite U.S. power and increased interdependency

with allies makes possible the third pillar of foreign policy which is

active negotiations and reduced confrontation with adversaries. By

engaging in strategic arms control negotiations with the Soviet Union
(e.g., SALT I and II) and multilateral talks (e.g., MBFR force reductions

in Europe), the United States promotes the formulation of new ground rules

for cooperation. U.S. foreign policy has also broadened the negotiating

process to bring the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) into the international

arena. The gradual emergence of a nuclear technological base in the PRC

was one of the stimulants to the diplomatic initiatives.

A relationship between RDT&E and global security planning can be
discerned in terms of finite U.S. strength, partnership, and negotiation.

The strength component of the rubric is concerned with not only the quanti-

tative measures of military power between the United States and the USSR,

but also the relative technological strength of both countries. The Soviet

Union made dramatic progress during the past decade not only in the arpli-

cation of science and technology to the strengthening of its military

forces, but also in the fields of space flight and commercial aviation.

The fields are clearly related, and other areas of domestic progress are

Richar M. Nixon, "U.S. Foreign Policy for the 1970s: Shaping a Durable

Peace," Report to the Congress (3 May 1973).

12q
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logically derived from a wide spectrum of military technology. The USSR

does not differentiate between civil and military technologies, accepts

R&D inputs from any source (both national and international) and treats

R&D as an essential element in the achievement of national policy. This

effort has resulted in the perception of a technological threat to U.S.

security, particularly in the strategic nuclear arena where Soviet progress

has been concentrated. A significant portion of the strength element of

U.S. foreign policy can be eroded by the strenuous efforts of the USSR to

achieve technological supremacy in critical areas.

As noted above, national policy also emphasizes the need for

* partnership with European allies in a common effort to offset Soviet coercion

and to strengthen prospects for a durable peace. This partnership has yet) to achieve, however, a common strategic posture vis-a-vis the USSR in the

political-economic area. In the military field, economies of scale in the

development of common standards of design and production of weapons, which

could benefit all the nations of the NATO alliance, have yet to be realized.

The technological component of this difficulty tends to derive more from

manifestations of national pride, economic concerns, and reluctance to

forego the possibility of future technological breakthroughs than to sound

military judgments. This problem is exemplified by weapon dissimilarities

* 8which sometimes defy the use of a common tactical doctrine with which to

deploy forces. In addition, the added burden of multiple logistics and

* i support operations in the event of hostilities encourages Soviet doubts on
t ~ the viability of the alliance. U.S. leadership in bringing about a more

* effective technological and tactical coupling between nations of the Western

alliance is still urgently needed if the partnership, burden sharing,

combined planning, and interdependence aspects of national security policies

are to be realized.

The national security aspects of RDT&E in a partnership role can be

clearly identified in the military component of strategy. West European

nations, collectively, spend about $3 billion per year on research and

development in nonstrategic weapons. Additional amounts are expended by

13
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the British and French on strategic nuclear forces. Duplication of

effort to at least the $1 billion level, and possibly $2 billion, has been

disclosed by U.S. planners, and a much larger sum could probably be

freed for other uses if force and materiel standardization and integration

problems were overcome. However, continuing efforts to formulate accept-

able technological agreements on a bilateral, multilateral, or regional

basis can be expected as the economic advantages of interdependence

become more obvious to nations of the Western world.

In the field of negotiations, RDT&E, as previously, will continue to

play a major role in obtaining agreements with the Soviet Union and other

nations respecting arms limitations and control. Of primary importance are

the political-military agreements reached in SALT respecting nuclear weap-

ons and their defenses. Technology was the essential ingredient which per-

mitted the United States to accept asymmetry in numbers and size of IC&I!

silos, and the number of SLBMs allowed under the SALT interim agreement.

The role of RDT&E in negotiations was established as being of importance

to that of force size, and consequently it became an important factor in

reaching accord on arms control. This role will be even more important

as new critical technologies emerge, such as lasers, that may tip the

scales of technological supremacy.

One of the least understood consequences of the "era of negotiations"

has been the gradual realization that the United States has finite limits

to its power and now requires substantial "shoring up" of its own internal

capacities. The United State now must prepare for long-term negotiations

rather than just confrontation with its adversaries in furtherance of its

overriding aim, the prevention of gelneral nuclear war. Such negotiations

should be based on an effective and coherent national strategy developed

by proper research and study. RDT&E will play an important role in the

development of this strategy.

From the nonmilitary viewpoint, the commercial and economic interests

of the United States in selling technology abroad result in the consideration

14



of both ally and adversary as a trading partner. This interest ranges from

| Ithe direct sale of high-technology products to members of the Western alli-

ance, to the third world, and to the USSR and PRC. Much concern ha' uccn

expressed, however, in Lhe sale ot high-technology items to advcrs;Lrics,

since these items are related to commercial jet aircraft, electronics

r | equipment, including computers, instrumentation, machinery, and manufacturing

plants. The commercial suppliers are also very often DOD contractors;

balance-of-trade considerations and the easing of tension are the generally

expressed reasons for continuing this practice although many sce the activity

* as dangerously impairing the U.S. technological lead. However, the United

States is a major trading nation and, as such, muse weight its economic

interests continuously with other elements of the national strategy to

achieve a balanced position vig-a-vis security planning. Other items of

existing and evolving national policy which have a direct impact upon

security planning include such considerations as interdependence, resource

utilization (financial, manpower, minerals, etc.) and the human ecology.

The interdependence theme will reach new levels of importance during the

: Dlate 197 0s, and place renewed emphasis upon cooperative force planning,

weapon and equipment production, and R&D with major allies. This trenu

is driven by problems of world inflation and the need to develop an inte-

grated supporting structure (common force planning, R&D requirements, common

1 weapons systems, tactics, logistics, raw material use, etc.) for the Uniteo

States, allied forces, and selected members of the third world.K In summary, basic changes in strategic planning with major implica-

tions for R&D planning are being driven by rapid advances in technology;

Vshift of public and Congressional attention and priorities to domestic

problems like inflation, unemployment and environmental pollution;

shortages of funds for the military aspects of national security because

of budgetary cuts, inflation, and excessive manpower costs; increased

international turbulence because of widespread mass hunger and even of

starvation and other economic stresses such as energy and raw materials

shortages. Given (1) tne changing strategic nuclear equation, (2) domestic

• pressures in the United States and Western Europe for reduced defense

SIj
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budgets, (3) scarcity of manpower and materials, (4) the deteriorating
southern flank of NATO, and (5) increased tension in the Middle East, a

fresh approach to strategy formulation and RDT&E and force planning

appears mandatory if alliance cohesion is to be maintained in the new

international environment. The new American "strategic nuclear options

strategy" lends further urgency to studying NATO strategy and nuclear

policy as it affects the credibility of the American nuclear guarantee to

Western Europe in the age of strategic parity.

Ol An upgrading of the NATO-European problems is required with a con-

centrated attack on (1) new concepts and approaches for solving NATO

economic and political problems through cooperation and burden sharing

on weapon systems development; (2) exploration of new manpower approaches

such as the "Citizen's Army" or territorial force concept; (3) an updated

nuclear policy toward France and England; (4) the development of national

consensus in the United States and with European partners on tactical

nuclear doctrine; and (5) a better-understood public rationale for the

new strategic and tactical nuclear force options related to the defense

of Europe. A fundamental reexamination of our defense strategy is needed,

to meet the goal of preventing a general nuclear war through U.S.-Soviet

negotiations and agreeients.

Ai'. era of increasiagly scarce defense resources was heralded by

ii' :i ng the aiI-n~eer force and reinforced by budgetary reduc-

Lions ant, i:,lation, oil embargo, and other mineral scarcities. These

factors .o w .vy -.ponr Lne program decisions made during the defense

planning process, an,. very i z ie alleviation is expected during either

L,e 61hort or thu lone :er_:

0;,_ t...j ...L_- . c-O , ... ions of national security interests and

S,, , ... L.. -; and guidelines have been developeG

!,.................. 6 Li.e world environment.

.. . ..' .. ... ... . .. .._- s .d guidelines have been o
.. ..-.. : ,candg (intelligence, informatio,



and perceptions); military strength (deterrence, containment, and war-

fighting); international alliances (cooperation and interdependence);

negotiations (arias control and force 4eductions); and efficiency (reourc

development and utilization). Table 1 lists the principal defense and

RDT&E guidelines which help ensure attainment of these five major dUfe:se

goals. The political, economic and military factors pertinent to the

derivation of these defense goals and guidelines are discussed in dutai

in Appendix A.
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Table 1

GOALS AND GUIDELINES FOR DEFENSE PLANNING

NATIONAL SECURITY GUIDELINES

e Understanding (Intelligence, Information and Perceptions)
e Military Strength (Deterrence, Containment and Warfighting)
* International Alliances (Cooperation and Interdependence)
* Negotiations (Arms Control and Force Reductions)
* Efficiency (Resource Development and Utilization)

i DEFENSE GUIDELINES

Understanding

* Integrated political, military and economic perspective

for national regional global strategy and policy
e Intelligence to understand current and developing threat
o Scientific and technical assessment to determine tech-

nological posture and significance of adversaries and
allies R&D and identify opportunities derived from U.S.

national technological achievements
e Public support of security goals as directly related to

national survival and viability
e Operational test and evaluation to understand liiitations

and vulnerabilities of U.S. weapon systems

Military Strength

o Strategic nuclear force parity with or superiority over
USSR

o Superiority in nuclear and associated technologies

e Rapid war termination in conjunction with strategic and
theater nuclear respon: es
Sufficient forward deployed forces to deter and contain

regional aggression

--blitzkrieg detainment
--interdiction of reinforcements and logistics
--enhance penetrability and survivability of tactical

air forces
--improve capability to provide interdiction and close air

support

o Dual capable, highly mobile, adaptable forces--integration
of nuclear and nonnuclear forces

e * CONUS-based forces capable of rapid reinforcement of forwara

forces or rapid containment of regional aggression or
intimidation

is



-IbIC I (Contin.Ued)

-- h gh Iy "ft i iCien (17 i rep owe r ; nd c mm1alie con t ro]

* One and a half warf ighting capability

--inter-theater lift capability

a European theater lorminant in sructuring force ,K
empnasis on Micdle East, East Asia and the Pacif-ic

* Integration cf tacticai-strategic command, control
communications system

a Capabilities to control essential sea linus ofco mu~

International Alliances

* Maintain Lthe offectivecss 01 i',uu& ci:un~s - ie , cc'I ** joint allied defense planning and integration of alI-

-- cooperLLive weapons procurement programs
-- cooperacivc RDT&E programs
-- cooperative standardization program

e Security assistance with practical weapons anodigcu
product ion

--balanced force capability in friendly developing aou

**StimulatLe fr-acLa'n of territoria-l forces in Euro-Pc
* Likageof Eritish/Franch and U.S. nuclear capabi l'ty

Negotiations

o Defernse postarc. to promote further arms control ar,1 fc--,e
* ~~ru(1UC'L~. : gccmnt

J Tehnlo-dvelopment to provide arms detection mecnaus,
to st~m i lurtcur agreements

*Technology development as aid to negotiation

Efficiency
... V,

*Minimize rusource requirements and impact upon coloegv r.
ecmpove aaomtyehiust ehnepor~./r.~c

efficiency and provide reduced acquisition costs

4



Table I (Continued)

-- con tlflk' 111( OXpad L; ,y11L1 o tpog1
-- pursue further proLot%':) in; -in,! "fiy before buy" :rr.

-- rgam selectiv4.ty b:-In iIfec'tiveness ani rt y
on investmaent" COriCtyP

--exploit competitive rouncrttechniques
-- professional program manageinent

e Integrated planning with appropriate civil sectors of Lne
defense supporting economy

r



IV DEFENSE PLANNING SYSTEM1S

Until the late 1960s, the DT&E component of the defense prog;.,.

was derived almost exclusively from force planning and was relc8.gLttc u

a supporting role in the formulation of defense planning. Radi.

changes, however, occasioned by Soviet advances in both force sLrung2L:

and technology and a diminishing defense budget require Lech-nu-gy tu

* be accorded a major role in the formulation of defense plans.

A. Force Planning

1 * in ,he construction of the U.S. future force posture, guifanIcu .,a;S

been provided in the form of a military planning strategy which has been

derived from recent enunciations of foreivn policy. Termed the Strategy

r of Realistic Deterrence, it emphasizes the rubrics of strength, parti,,r-

* ship, and negotiation as the fundamental drive to current force planniing.

The three major planning elements of the strategy are iet Aesut.nt,

lotal Force Planning, aud Long Range Planning.

1. Net Assessmen t

This term is usL d to describe an "nalyticai activity DO-

''. + • walich compares the military, technological, political, and economic ;uctors

£ impeding or enhancing the achievement of national security ,bjectiVue.

Basically, net assessment is the comparative analysis of the capabilities

and weaknesses of potential adversaries with the capabilities ane wuaknesCes
*i of the United States and its allies. Net assessment takes into account :ne

imperatives and constraints of the strategic, political, fiscal, ana -
Spower realities, iiowever, it is most concerned with the military1 posed by adversaries at all levels of conflict. In keeping with t;,

i1



strategy, net assessment is designed to appropriately account for t..e

varying impacts of the four realities concerned with strategy, poilL.cs,

money, and manpower. I

e The strategic reality is concerned with the threat po,cc

by the Soviet Union to the United States and its allies.
This threat includes the entire range of Soviet milita ry
and paramilitary efforts, from Soviet assistance to tno
Third World to the Soviet strategic nuclear challenge to
U.S. deterrent forces.

9 The political reality is concerned with both international
and internal political factors which affect national
security policy. International factors include: (1) the
political and psychological effects of increasing Soviet
military capabilities and presence throughout the world;
(2) concerns of U.S. allies that the United States nia-
tain substantial forward deployed forces; (3) tie possi-
ble impact of SALT agreements on U.S. military forces; "i-
(4) possible confrontation with the USSR in the M\.*Llc
Internal Cactors include: (1) the difficulty of ir-

taining broad domestic public support for national sc,
efforts; and (2) Congressional oposition to policic-,
specifically Congressional desires to witharaw forward:
deployed forces.

* Tho fisca. realit y concerns the urgent need to co-,,aiL reacr
resources to domestic problems at a time of rising aitry
costs. While cefease costs have been declining in .c
terms, the defense budget reflects increases reuoo. .

inflation, force modernization and manpower costs.

*. The manpower reality is concerned with the pressrArc

smaller active armed forces and the recruitment ano zo.1-
vation problems of an all-volunteer service.

2. Total Force Planning

A major thrust Of the planning strategy deals With thle ovi

* ment of a force posture which takes into account ali U.S. forces, incLu';ing

DOD Report FY1973.

2 "Integrated (global Force Posture Analysis," SSC-TN-224d-3U, /

Stuaies Lenter (January 1974).
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. inational guard and reserves, and the forces of allies. Force planning

* eOnConpasses the f~our levels of potential conflict, i.e., s rategic nucliear

Forces, theater nuclear forces, tiiezter conventional forces and sub-

theater localized forces. The highest level of conflict is the burden

of the United States alone, but the three other levels require the planning

*of force postures and related activities in consultation with allies. To

this end, the following guidelines are in current use:

e In deterring strategic nuclear war, primary reliance
will be placed on U.S. strategic forces.

* In deterring theater nuclear war, the United States
also has primary responsibility, but those allies who
have nuclear capabilities share in this responsibility.

* In deterring theater conventional war, U.S. and allied
forces share responsibility.

0 In deterring subtheater or localized war, the country

which is threatened has primary responsibility partic-
ularly for providing manpower, but when U.S. interests

* or obiiga-ions oce at stake the United States will
... provide help as appropriate.

Further guidance has been formulated with respect to the categories

of force planning to be considered in the development of plans; these

are:

e Combined force planning assumes the integration of U.S. and
allied forces (e.g., NATO and Korea) and involves close

I consultation with allies.

. Complementary force planning assumes U.S. military obliga-
tions to help in the defense of an ally, but does not
involve prepositioned U.S. ground forces during peacetime
(e.g., Japan); it also involves close allied consultation.

* Supplementary force planning assumes an American role in

aiding allies' defense capabilities, basically through
appropriate security assistance (e.g., Indonesia, Israel).

2 DOD Report FY1973, p. 23.

I
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e Unilateral force planning involves contingencies ii areas

where U.S. interests are at stake; only U.S. forces would

be involved and allied help would not be expected.

Hence, the "partnership" aspect of foreign policy is strongly

emphasized in the planning of the future U.S. force posture. A notable

exception is of course the development and maintenance of strategic nuclear

forces where "technological partnership" is constrained by both U.S. law

and international treaties.

3. Long-Range Defense Planning

Long-range defense planning is the third major element of the

current planning procedure drawing guidance directly from net assessment

and total force planning. RDT&E planning is an integral part of the

long-range planning process and tends to be one of the more important

activities of the process.

B. RDT&E Planning

In scrutinizing the existing defense RDT&E planning process it is

apparent that the requirements formulation systems of the JCS and Services

are the major drive to R&D program development. Encompassing both

threat- and nonthreat-dependent considerations, the process is conceived

as the essential communications bridge between the Services ana the various

categories of performers. Official needs are also expressed at a higher

level of aggregation by the Director, Defense Research and Engineering in

communications with the Congress and other elements of the Executive. in

addition, there are a number of informal channels, such as professional

and industrial symposia and association meetings, used in communicating

varying levels of detail to differing audiences. Finally, there_ are

broad expressions of scientific and technological need which emanate from

the highest levels of government and are oriented towards the American

public, allies, and the world in general. 0

* 2



* Ordinarily the research and development process does not diftcrt.ntiate

between the response to an observed threat and the response to .n anti-

cipated threat. The amount of time involved in the development of IWw

systems might be rationalized to imply that emphasis is oo anticipAtory

needs. However, this is not the case for many weapons systems that tii

take from 10 to 15 years to reach fruition from concept formulation. '1h

quality and number of weapons systems procured are determined by the

estimate of the threat over time and the technological capability 31:

R&D laboratories both public and private. Because of the cloak of secrecy

surrounding all Soviet military research and development, the Lnit ed

States must guard continuously against technological surprise. To this

end, heavy emphasis in policy statements is placed upon the maintenance

of a broad technological base with which to guard against adversary brcak-

throughs in key technological areas.

The Department of Defense (DOD) process for formulating RDT&L rcquire-

ments can be stimulated by several means, the principal ones being responses

to known or anticipated military threats. Secondary stimulants to tn

development of requirements are breakthroughs which occur in the tech-

nological base portion of the RDT&E program, and result in opportunities

to enhance military operational capabilities. Requirements themslvLis

are expressions of defense needs that are translated into detailed specifi-

cations; these are then used as the basis for planning the development

of weapons systems, equipments, or components, or to undertake reeccn

on various segments o. the scientific spectrum.

The DOD Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) provides a

starting point for describing the current system for formulating iDTarequirements. See also Appendix B: The RDT&E Planning System. .An

illustration of the abbreviated cycle is shown in Figure 2 displiih; nh
major relationships between the DOD planning cycle and the develonmiea 0:

the Joint Research and Development Objective Document (JRDOO). Tfis

annually updated document is of importance in the preparation ot ServLCe,

requirements, since it responds to the dynamics of national securi: poiicy,

, , . . o. . ... . . .. ..
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strategic planning, and intelligence estimates. Each of the Services has

a family of plans which are both inputs to and derivatives of the PPBS

process, and which also result in the establishment of RDT&E requirements.

Military Department requirements are expressed in a number of documents

which correspond to various levels of RDT&E activity, and in general, each

Service divides its requirements between research and operational capa-

bility needs.

A comprehensive discussion of the requirements formulation process

is contained in Appendix C (Defense RDT&E Policies) of this report. it

is sifficient to note here that planning with respect to program initiation

and product development and testing must be responsive to the dynamics of

both domestic and international affairs. These plans primarily impact upon

the need to enhance on a priority basis one or more aspects of the U.S.

military posture. The requirements that stem from these plans, however, are

highly susceptible to modification or cancellation. This is particularly

true when major weapons systems are proceeding through the development cyclc

since such diverse reasons as changes in threat, failure to achieve speci-

fications, cost overruns, international agreements and treaties, and

domestic legislation are all potential conduits for program termination.

The current defense RDT&E program is aimed primarily at the allevia-

tion of force posture deficiencies that become apparent when U.S. forces

Z ~are compared with the current and projected military capabilities of the

9 ,USSR. Modernization is facilitated by either completely replacing obsolete

or marginal weapons or improving the performance of existing systeMs Liroug.
the upgrad±ig of subsystezs or components. Both approaches arc in current

use although the present trend of fielding new systems portends a new

i" 0 cycle of replacing outmoded systems.

'fhree of the more important drives to LDT&E planning are net techni-

cal assessment, threat assesument, and technological progress. Only net

StecLnicLi assessment and its implications for future R&D p'anning will be

.iscusse6u in this section of the report.

I 27
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Net technical assessment (NTA) is a form of net assessment.. ,vncri-

cally, a net assessment is an analytic Judgment of the outcome of an

interaction of opposing elements in a defined environment. The Judgment

can be a conclusion as to the effectiveness of any of the elements

(actions, weapon systems, policies). It can state the implications that

could flow from the decision to implement a policy or use a weapon system.

The environment must be defined specifically using actual, estimateu, or

assumed factors. The elements being interacted can Le defined in ai

manner. But crucial to a net assessment is the adversary concept. The

,* inputs specifying the elements to be tested should be from a source

different than that specifying the opposition. In instances where u. .

weapon systems, tactics, strategies, or foreign policies are to be tcsted,

the intelligence unit should develop the opposing force or elemnts.

This must be done without prior guidelines or limits being set by the

policy side other than the time period, environment, and perhaps the type

of event in which the test occurs.

The primary role of NTA as used by the Department of Defense is

to develop inputs to assist DDR&E in determining the most effective R&D

prugrams. A major element in the process is to compare what is known of

Soviet and other nations' activities in scientific research and weapons

development to the corresponding activities in the United States. Secondly,

the NTA function is to test ideas, concepts, and parametric systems to

discern advantages and disadvantages of suggested U.S. approaches. There

are four general categories to NTA. Essential to each is the input of

intelligence directly from the producing agency (or agencies). it is

the adversary concept, with inputs coming from the U.S. side and from

the other country (or countries) with data being developed by separate

agencies without prior review or editing of the data by an intervening

'k authority, that sets "net assessment" aside from other forms of analysis.

The first type of assessment used by NTA is a comparative

analysis with a net summation of the total thrust of U.S. versus Soviet
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(or other country) technology to point up apparent similarities, asym-

metries, areas of emphasis, and time phasing on each side.

The second type oC assessment used by NTA is side-by-side W~aponS

comparison. In this type, a Blue weapon system, new or projected, i

compared with the closest similar type Red weapon system. It is not

an offense-defense comparison, but rather one of exploring the character-

istics of each system relative to a similar combat mission.

£ The third type of assessment used by NTA is one-on-one weapon systez.

testing--offense versus defense. In this type a U.S. system is tested

against a single enemy opposing weapon system. Or it can be used to testIagainst several systems, but still only one at a time. The objective is

tto develop basic data on the comparative capability of a U.S. weapon system

to carry out its mission when opposed by a single opponent.

TCie fourth type of assessment used by NTA could be force unit testing

(offense versus defense). In this type, a U.S. system in its smallest

tactical unit formation would be tested against some mix of adversary

weapons in an appropriate enemy tactical area, and in the same space of

time. For example, a B-1 bomber would be placed in a bombing mission in

which it might be associated with other bombers for defense or roll-back

missions. It would be tested against all systems the adversary could bring

to bear during the time period the B-l would be in the area.

C . Deense P ,annin .elationships

in Ydevelopiag a further understanding of defense planning, a review

o: the i,. . national security strategy is in order to understand te planning

relationasnip. The word strategy is accorded several levels of meaning,

with eiach', being considered ,orrcct usage when introduced in an appropriate

contuXt. Thle term national strategy, which encompasses the planning and

implementation of events to achieve national purposes, is generally defined

as:

-9i



The science and art of employing the politicail, economic, psycho-

logical, and military forces of a nation or group of nations to
afford the maximum support to adopted policies in peace and war.

This broad description embraces the four principal forces of govern-

ment whicnl must be harnessed together in a complementary relationship to

ensure the employment of a cohesive national strategy. The political,

economic, psychological, and military substrategies must be derived from

grand strategy, and dynamically adjusted over time in form, emphasis,

and application in response to global interactions. Defense 1 if&h is

an essential adjunct to military mission and force planning; it supports

economic, political, and psychological substrategies planning, and on

occasions assumes a semiautonomous role in the field of national secu-

rity planning.

in considering technology as a component of ti.e substrategies not:c

above, it must be tirst recognized that some 42 percent of the total L'J

funds expenued by the United States are privately financed and manageu,

so they are not altogether amenable to grand strategy planning. This

component of R&D is generally orchestrated into national strategy a

technological advances occur rather than by design as in the case of mobt

U.S. Government R&D. U.S. Government expenditures amount to about 17.5

billion. Approximately Y8 billion of this, or under 50 percent of all

R&D, is managed by the Department of Defense.

Defense RDT&E is by definition primarily concerned with the longer

term enhancement of national defense. However, secondary political,

psychological, and economic issues which are not directly related to

questions of force modernization must also be recognized in devising an

overall RDT&E strategy. Thus, the integration of RDT&E into the national

planning process can be considered in terms of the relationship of RDT&E

to two levels of planning. These are:

J oUlt Ciiefs of Staff, "Department of Defense Dictionary 0f Military and
Associated T, rms," Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office
(3 January 19-12) p. 202.
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* * • National Security Planning, whichi responds to the uyna::i A
political, military, psychological, and economic interac{P,>.
among and between the United States, allies and auveraarit :,

and third countries, in response to the various multipolir
forces at work in the world.

e Department of Defense planning, whica responcs to sw:Li

outputs from national security planning by the formuiatiio,
of strategy to support overall military force needs.

Accordingly, a defense RDT&E planning strategy can be definLe-1

* A strategy derived from and furthering grand strategy and,
more particularly, directly supporting the modernization
of military "orces and the national security purposes of

~~those fo rce..

A strategy which couples defense RDT&E to the acnievemnt
of both national security goals and to those poiitical,
economic, and psychological aspects of grand strategy that
can be served by defense technology.

A technological strategy to support national strategic
planning by toe formulation of RDT&E goals and objectives,
and the planning mechanisms with which to achieve these
goali and objectives.

.:: e .fi~nciions given_ above are intended as variations in intur-

)rcLtaLion ana level:; oi detail anc not as alternatives. Togeter they

,,,"'t tIte in overviev Of ,)T .. itrategy and encompass the key c:oansidera-

rin- wic ,o 2LrIDLu LO toiue formulation of a planning system and strategic

'4
440,,
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PR~c~I1'GPA3E.&N.14CY' FI~vLMD

V STRATEGY PARA.MLE 1S A ND TOTAL R&D LIIc

Techinology plays a readily discernible role, is U key flCwr1

developmenL of thie defense posture, and can be orchestratec.

element of national ,curity strategy. As discussed above, artg-

are served by technology an: arms control and technology ra.e

tions (political); industriai productivity and trace (econoria:); nta.

and international prestigu (psychological); and weapons and forc, ;

zatiun (military). Tecirnology ennances and supports both the dOMCestIC -nc

international elements of grand strategy and is perceived as ai m-ajor fco

in stimulating botii elements.

The parameters of ail RD"&L strategy can be expressed as:() ens

and R&D goals derived from expressions of national security strate-gy, (2)

researca aind developmunt objectives based upon an assessrcent of26ibn

the constraining factors whlich- may inhibit the attainment of o~cc~,a~

(3) the development of planis to achieve objectives. The relationsaf-imb DL-

tween taese parameters are displayed graph-ically in Figure 3.

A. Dt-fense and NTEGcaaib

Lxpressions of natiarnai (defense and R.DT&L g oals 1)c. becr cvuc, u

Presidential polcy' St-tLcnts, JCS cLOCuwents, state-Ments' of Lllke Cclutdry

Of Defense and Dir;ctor, Defense Research and Engineering, ano trom ZiLe

Servictes.

~~. .~ Chapter III of this report identif-ied a snc. of cfes~gc

lines and translated theSa inte a series of =,ilitary force ant.

i ron tile viewpoint of methodological "evelopneno,, an iw

taese expressions and statenents of g'oals and guiclelnes il-eul. ce~

and, whtere applicable, military force guidelines mast a3160 OcApermit the expression of derivative Re odlb. The J1L'veuiupa-. .
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is percuiveu "6s the me ur rivt: Lo tiL u uvu. opmuvnt o1 par~mcuter , . .

to evelop KDT&E stratuiy.
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staningof adversary wci L~l n o identify opporzunit-eb ' X0U:UiC

a major ~probemi requirm rurttliste ueternlination< 0

* 0ar~c~iali L~mos~ .. sau community ILmtO th Uuno '7m t0

8r-... -11i6 can- ony L). :c.Il.u) y t~llu GeVQuloomLPnt

-osr -,;:L!Ierall e z etIenzE Ofgvrrmu. ;

a-ci utu duvu-iop:ment o1 an zovec in, orm c ion syt to 13LO'-d

'4 unuersacuing of national security hadlnsalso requIrcs corisi(U ,L

* 4Of1 politiLcal, psychological, and economic factors in aJduion t

:411I-tary strengith wiotoon tieconte.xt: 01 atoona. tat- m~~

nul~,LoteLr nuclear , UIua tLer CuoaVk.ntII.OnaJ, !IU I s L.uLc Ll ...
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torces. The current strategy calls for force sufficiency or parity iL. tcrl

of the quantity of strategic nuclear weapons required, but tec;,noiogical

superiority is identified as an RDT&E goal to maintain a quality ap viz-a-

vis the USSR. The U.S. developmental effort on the Trident missile/boat

combination and the B-i strategic bomber is expected to qualitatively im-

prove U.S. strategic offensive systems; however, their introduction into

service in the late 70s or early 60s may not counterbalance Soviet numeri-

cal and throw-weight advantages because of progress in USSR technology.

This suggests that additional RDT&E bargaining chips may be needed to u1p-

port the U.S. negotiation position of both sufficiency and parity of stra-

tegic forces.

Alternative RDT&E goels must tnus be evaluated in response to tao

initiLi SALT Ii outcomes if a politically responsive program is to be

aevised waicii matches tie U.S. security needs of the future. Similar

goal-orlenteu consideration must be given the U.S. bargaining position

on the Limitation of Anti-bailistic Missile Systems Treaty which provides

for reviews at five-year intervals. The review of these agreements and

such others as may be anticipated in support of the nuclear arms control

field must be reflected in RDT&E goals.

i The RDT&E goals derived from guneral purpose force needs must stimu-

.ate a broac program aimed at the substitution of technology to offset,

whenever possible, manpower limitations or imbalances in combaz capaoiii-

ties. ii&D to promote the fielding of dual-purpose (tactical nuclear and

conventional) forces is a high-priority need which requiret ieate at-

tention. The command, control and conunications system wiaicn lin&s teatcr

4h :i orces, especially tactical nuclear, co the stragic nuiClear urn ~~

be strengthened by appropriate R&D efforts. The development of oigaiy moIill,

adaptable, small-unit forces requires emphasis to provide ior tf:1ctive war-

fighting capabilities in the event of tactical nuclear operations. Improved

surveillance and target acquisition are also high-priority items.

Of major importance to the United States is the state of ith poiLtic,-

I miitary linkage with the UATO nations of Edrope; th.s linkagL :. s becO t:.c

cornerstone of U.S. national security policy as illustraLu by L.s. forei.gn

iI
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policy and defense guidelines. Recent economic problems mubt 1 ise-suc

to determine their impact upon Ltie alliance. O(ne possibility is tat 

more compelling case can be made for interdependence in toeiie K i6, d. .: .

nations of Western Europe are a major source of scientific an1L tecilnu.LUli

advancement and as suci are capablu of making major RDT&E contributions to

the common security. This situation suggests that selected researcii anaI
development efforts supporting levels of conflict at or below tihe stratea6c

nuclear tnreshold could be performed jointly with our NATO allies. !r.ter-

dependence could thus be strengthened by the establishment of abzie

in the science and technology field. -his RDT&E goal, if appropriately jax-

taposed with other political objectives, could serve to strengthen th c eter-

rent posture of NATO.

Efficiency of effort will tend to be ever, further emphasizec i. t;,e

j RDT&E program as the "age of shortages" gathers momentum. Thu R&D coa.s

aerived from this defense guideline and national security strategy will

impose severe restrictions on the number of development efforts that can

be brought to fruition. Further shortages of military manpower, mnerals,

and funds must be anticipated; these events will place a premium on tl:,

aeveiopment of management efficiency, joint service R&D programs, an inte-

grated R&D planning with appropriate sectors of the national and in.turna-

Lion-..l communities.

j . Assessments and Constraints

Defense RDT&E strategy parameters have been discusbc ,rcvlj. . ,

terms of goals derivea from higher order strategy anG trie LrnlatIon 0"

tiiese goals into R&D terminoiogy. The purpose of this =ction 01 t.. . rc-

port is to consider tLu assessments that must be made to translatu broad

defense and RDT&E goals into objectives that can be used to :o.*a.

program information to tne involved community. In addition, ta.s 5cc1o.

will ilentify the principal constraining factors which inh'ibit c r oDnLri.l

the implementation of a&D efforts.



I. Net RDT&E Assessment

The term net LW'L&L asessint has been alupjt)Lu o i:!as.'.

the need for a wider ranging approach to the establisnment of RL&i osjec-

tives. The present system of net technical assessment, threat assessment,

and technology forecasting is severely limited in scope. it fails to a?-

propriately introduce the many factors which must be considered in the

formulation of the RDT&E program. These factors, among others, include

the further scrutiny of political-economic-strategic considerations anc

the essential characteristics of the R&D community to further the deveiop-

ment of an effective program. Net RDT&E assessment is comprised of four

elements; these are:t
* Mission Assessment. Assessment and comparative analysis

of U.S., allied, and adversary mission capabilities.

e Technological Assessment. Assessment and comparative
analysis of U.S., allied, and adversary technologicai
capability.

* Resource Assessment. Assessment and comparative analy-

sis of U.S., allied, and adversary manpower, facility,
materiel, and fiscal capability.

* Organizational Assessment. Assessment of organizational

capability to plan, program, and implement RDT&E efforts.

I a. Mission Assessment

The trend toward "missionizing" the R&D program by tne

Department of Defense has been reinforced in the Congress by appropriate

legislation to permit an improved understanding of the overall progran.
This Lrend has been assimilated in the proposed planning methodology out-

lined in this report, and also expanded to furtner support the aevclopment

of R&D objectives. The R&D missions, which are identified in Figure 4 to-

ft gether with the desired assessments, are; strategic offensive; strategic

defensive; command, control, and communications; tactical land warfare;

tactical air warfare; ocean control; mobility; intelligence; speci3l opera-
tions; and administration.

I MAN
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The ten assessment ingredients (see also Figure 4) have beer.

devised to ensure that eaca R&D mission is thoroughly analyzed and documented

with respect to the political, military and economic implications of program

decisions. The assessment encompasses:

9 A review of the2 mission's current and historical

characteristics to preface the analysis.

* An investigation of the political-strategic rela-
tionship of the mission.

a A discussion of the current and projected capa-
bility of U.S. and allied forces to ascertain R&D
needs.

e An analysis of adversary mission and mission denial

capability including threat forecast, and lessons
learned in recent conflict situations.

* A discussion of the interfaces with other missions

to document complementarities and any overlapping
capability.

* The identification of constraining factors includ-

ing treaties, laws, and political sensitivities.

* a evaluation of the alternative approaches to ful-
filling mission requirements.

* A statement of the deficiencies or adequacies of

the mission related R&D effort.

e Yhe enumeration of any technological base requirements.

* The development of an objectives statement encompassing
a discussion of the above factors, and specifically
identifying R&D objectives.

*, b. Technological Assessment

. Technological assessment is conceived as a broad analysis

of technology (within which net technical assessment is a single ingredient)

which is designed to further the development of technological base objectives.

Figure 5 identifies the technology/scientific areas of dominant defense in-

terest; these are portrayed as thirteen activities undertaken in the 6.1

(researca), 6.2 (exploratory development) and 6.3A (selected portion of

advanced development) categories of the defense R&D program. The assess-

ment ingredients are:

.ML
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0 A review of the technological/scientifiic charac-

teristics of each field including information on
current and historical efforts.

@ An analysis of the technology's relationship to
defense missions and any political-strategic con-
sideration.

e A statement of the U.S. and allied "state of the

art" capability.

e An analysis of adversary "state of the art" capability.

e Net technical assessment in terms of technological

base implications.

* An evaluation of the relationship of the techno-

logical effort to companion or related fields in
terms of disciplines, manpower, equipment and

materiel.

* An evaluation of any constraints on the furthering
of research including treaty, law, and political
sensitivities.

* An examination of the technological effort underway

in all appropriate sectors of the national and inter-

national arena to expose technological opportunities.

The development of objectives statements for all

fourteen fields which encompass a discussion of
the above factors and specifically identify tech-

no.logical base objectives.

c. ResourcE, Assessment

An overriding problem for the nation wh-ich is unlikely to

be alleviated in the foreseeable future, is the need for resource oa -

vation. This concern will continue to impact the defense community's ef-

fort to upgrade the force posture and be reflected in R&D financial,

manpower, facility, and materiel shortages. Resource assessment is tius

considered an essential element of the proposed process to derive R&D objec-

tives. Figure 6 indicates the primary areas of concern together witi an

outline of the assessment ingredients; these are:

e A review of the historical trends and current1situation respecting the four resources.
e An analysis of the political, economic, and

strategic relationships to future resource

development.

... .
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J

r.9 An evaluation of toLe resources available to the

United States and allies.

e An evaluation of the resources available to adver-

saries.

o The identification of major relationships between

resources and missions.

o The enumeration of extraneous constraining factors

such as treaties, law, or political sensitivities.

e A projected deficiency-sufficiency analysis.

* The preparation of discrete objectives to further

the development or improved utilization of R&D
resources.

d. Organizational Assessment

The defense R&D community is led by a number of Defense or-

ganizations consisting of JCS, DDR&E, DAIdA, DNA, and the elements of the

three military services; these institutions constitute the official family

providing leadership to the R&D program. Other elf -ts of the family in-

ciude AEC, other government R&D performers or managers, the defense and

nonaefzrse industry, and our allies. Periodic assessments of this community

and reorganizations as necessary in government and revised approaches to

other elements are essential to the continued vitality and efficiency of

R&D efforts. Figure 7 indicates the organizational elements together with

an outline of the assessment ingredients; these are:

. A review of the historical development of tae

various organizations together with I descrip-
tion of their primary functions (technology base/

missions/other).

o An identification of tne organizations' principli
program relationship to other government defense
and nondefense R&D eleniants, and the defense and

nondefense industry.

* The enumeration of constraints such as directives,
laws, or political considuLations that 1 imit
ganizations' R&D role.

44 44i
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* An assessment oi the organizations' relationship

to allied performers in the cooperative R&D area.

e An evaluation of the projected role of each organi-

zation to discern the desirability for chande.

* An analysis of organizational alternatives based

on future mission, technological base, and resource

assessments.

* The preparation of discrete objectives for each

organization to further improve the administra-

tion and implementation of R&D programs and projects.

2. Constraining Factors

There are a number of constraining factors which must be taken

into account in developing the R&D program. These constraints include:

fiscal and budgetary; manpower; materials; domestic science policy; poli-

tical considerations--allied and adversary; and treaties, international

agreements, and U.S. legislation. Tiiese constraints have been intro-

duced into the preceuin6 section of the report under the Net R.DT&L Assess-

ment Section.

C. R&D Objectives

Therc appears to c no officiaily recognized or universally accepted

definition of the term R&J objective in defense directives or otLer -L

erature on the subject. Requirements documents are plentiful, however, and

as discussed in Appendix B are the basic ordering documents for service R&L

activities. They are narrowly conceived, contain very limited data on tie

overall mission or technology base needs, and do not embody in a supporting

text toe elements of assessment identified in the previous Section of this

report. These limitations in requirements documentation constrain Leir use

to the specification of single systems or components. in aaditlon, ti.vc

vehicles are ineffective as communication devices to all but tuoISe u.irectIV

involved in a single or limited aspect of the R&D prograi. Tic :crv,C ,

translate selected requirements into a series of documents for entril U -

tribution to the defense industry, but these also lack toeratioi.i

Z
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comnaunicit..n6 defense &J needs in tiie larger framework ot ir ovtcral

sion or technological basu objective. Resource and organizationa.. o ) crt ivc.-,

have no readily recognizable counterparts in che R&D SYSteml.

Tihe tern, R&D object-ive, as used in this report, is con1Scru,;a *tC e

*An RDT&E objective, formulate.d within the Department of u-' s~

derived from national defense guidelines, which exprkess

desired outpuL to be derived from the invest.ment uL .L
RDT&E resources in a specific category in supp1-ort- Liz (I

missions, the technology base, and resource or o~nztoa
*development. It is generated by an IC)T&E net asse.sme'nt

serves the PPBSS system in planning, programming and budg~erfng
RIDT&E programs.

Objectives are further subdivided to include:

Amission related RDT&E objective which provides goal to t-

port the effective accomplisLhment of a defense mission.
objectives are shojwn i.n Table 2 together with a number oi.

objectives.

*A tecolo 1.11gy case related RDT&E objective which provides goals
Lo develop, iL,?rove and/or 7c nage the national technology 'base.
Th1irteen obJectives are identified in Table 3.

*A resource relate- I DT&E o'jec tive which provides oasto

develoD, protect 5 nd/or maximize national assets committed
to defense. Four objectives are identified in Table 3.

* An organizationally related RDT&L objective which provides

goals to structure', inanage ndo control organ iza tions.- w-'cx-n
uie D6J.

A en ottir. c)" cl ttn reveal .14cat an RDTL ojotv

k~arLnc to LLac Poi.cv u v-I rth1 than the tao tical rucp.uiru;7,onts L~uL

boj ective for.-ulation .. u fu on tcue armior/antiari-or prob.lem,'', Lo

4 cu-e tactLical ,e~ur :x a n 1improved tank tread. Th ue 1 ein P. ton a

dr::3ee. "nat~ionaldJh rUosourceS," not just those of tne DOD, in an u I

catFA -n tD sst uc s hs c ASU nondefense industry. cvt>es.,t.

-r. u L.U on~h~ wlraiin the DOD iin suepr ofG fna~c~vA
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TECiLNOLOGY BASE OBJ ECTIVES RiESOURCE 0aiE i:.

i. Aero Vehicle Technology i. Manpower

2 Aircraft Propulsion Technology 2. Facility

3. Surface Vehicle Technology 3. Materiel

4. Missile Technology 4. Financial

5. Conventional Weapons Technology

6. Advanced Weapons Technology

7. Human Resources

8. bio-Medical Sciences

9. Electronics and Target AcquisiLion

r 10. Environmental Sciences

i. Materials and Structures

12. Chemical and Biological Defense

S3. Nuclear Technology

I
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Tihe resulting ohai~~~woulai 'C) Uted to cummuni,',Luv nIc,C-- nutL on71 Ly t,

* ~the gove~rnment and noneovernmentL defense commuinity bUt 116 L, tU>- -C~

01 ile 11,La Ol ..ind .1 nLcriadi~ndi hoCORU1mui± ty ablB LO u. t

Clastziit jcd anld uLcasiiu v u i ~would ul cour!u Lu u~y urL,

iu. 5-. security intcfrest. heeformatted and documrented duLX'vLt

* ~ments, baseu on. the, realitie s of mission constraints imposuu .s r~y

or othe,.r cons iderations , would encouraget and facilitate tueL transter o LUC..-

noloLgy amnong allies anca aetwee'n thu LOD, otiher governmental g irc

civilian sectors.

D. Total RDT&L Planning

he T&E- planning proces.s requires a majior ov,-rI-.>-LC L( -1.c L.. C

~~ ~ vity mIore closely to tlu evolution of U.S. national str~itugy, avc a

tegy, aIIL the inevitable processes of an interuependentI wurid-. -L.0 ;1 S uflC

an RDT h planning system is proposed which is based upon cornpr£:£en ,VC

meritsVt ti1itary mission,,, tile teciInOlogy base, anti thL- r~scui-cu n 0 gn

izatioii, I realities. A er lvazive of the assessment 1)roct-suSe are :n

RJ& bj 'ctivusw. ian c. DU :ommunicated to the entire uhczzu t

obectives, far example, would be used to stimulate the JCS aric Services re-

~ frmuatin rocesst and provide the needied additional 'Uiacnce; ior

ccc Lac~Lrcs'~ c~soc. he ih-i'&L planni'ng inetI10c Tprop)cU 1z

b ~i gr kc(. to u ervt. -s ai direct complment to force planning.

iiu five maJor planning alforts steMming from the Process arc "--

a £Lciinolc';ical base planning is conducted by thle mw ~iu
u-- the DOD family; however, cath organizational ,.nit e'lp
dad maintains its own documentation. Th-e neea exists far cc
solidated documentation, derived from assessments and hL n

tu'n-errelationships among and between the plans tihat are
developed to meet tae thlirteen technological base objectives
pre~viously discussedl. The resulting planning effort WOalL

provide an important vehicle to improve program understaniding
an,- tiie coramunq.Ication of scientific and technical knowledge
Lr-rugLout the iT&L community.



" lission planning is morc directly associaLd With a singiu
z;ervice in accordancu with both precedent and law. However,
overlapping responsibilities are manifest%( in several aruas,
and an improved process for coraunicating plans to meet mis-
sion objectives throughout DOD is desirable to the maintcna:,cc
of a cohesive program. Similarly, the communication of pila-
ning material to thei Congress should be enhanced by consoli-
dating planning informiation concerning the ten missions idenifiac
above.

" Planning with allies promises to play an important role it. tLe
future as resource limitations and the realities of intedepea-
dence are £urtaer understood. Defense RDT&E planning, Lf appro-
priately juxtaposed with U.S. technological base and mission
planning, could serve to strengthen the alliance. As a drive
to both military force modernization and economy of effort,
iWT&L provides a useful mechanism to revitalize the partnership
from the base up and to strengthen the political coupling to
Europe. The United Kingdom and West Germany have particularly
strong research and development capabilities which could provide
the focal points for new initiaLives. In the Far East, Japan
is the high-technology nation whose cooperation might well he
sougat in an IOT&E planning arrangement to further both nations'

interest. in the Middle East, Israel provides an opportunity
for joint "T&E" efforts based on combat experience wizi. modern

U.S., allied and adversary weapons. Comprenensive RDT&E plan-
ning with these allies in mutually acceptable areas could do
much to recement the alliance and, over the long term, provia
a sound basis for compatible military, political, and economic

strategies.

* The need for consolidated plans on the use of finances, man-
power, facility, and materiel is being driven by both toe
Administration and the Congress. These drives are prucipi-
oated by scarcities that are unlikely to be alleviated in
toe foreseeable future. Joint planning in this area is also
desirable from the viewpoint of developing a comprehensive
understanding of tnu future limitations that may be pla-cd on
the RDT&E program and should result in the optimum use of

available resources.

* organizational planning is usually accomplished within D00,
without benefit of long-range organizational objectives or
comprehensive assessments to provide a unifying concept.
Changes may occur, for example, within a single service or-

..i ganization without a full understanding of the accompanying
' I impact upon the RDT&E program and other elements of tnu uffi-

cial community. The purpose of developing organizational
objectives is to ensure tiie efficient management or impla-
mentation of the overall RDT&E effort. Plans for organiza-
tional adjustments would be based on information derived
from technological base, mission, and resource plans.
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F-rom the five elemen-s oi totai AiDT&E planning can be d:rivecd panL

* for joint service activities, and mo.it importantly, the componenL L cili-

Late tLle uevelopnunt oi a closer working relationship WitLL ".. £fLty.
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PRECEMIG PAUj~ANwivr nu.MizD

Vi NLW Di!RLCTlUNa i.\ DENSE R&D 1L~~

Thie parameters of 111 R&D strategy have been previo_. I Liz.

national security and defense RDT&E goals and guidelin,,,ae5~~ n

constraining factors, RIDT&E objectives, and total IWT&L ann. ns

four elements have been described in the preceding 8 r

together with a review of defense planning systems. I'.r kLU." _'-' rL'VI b UC

approach to RDT&E planning, it is necessary to idenitifyv *Le rulaiIoasl'ip

it bears to the existing force planning process. Thie b~asic reiationsni p b

between the systems are shown in Figure 8.

et assessment and net RDT&E assessment are shIown cnuet L"' a Glic

line inthe diagram to indicate the information and data, uxchnr:e rej~ation-

~iptiat links th,;se assessment functions together. Ineigneand op-

portunities (technological and otherwise), which are bina'.T as a b"61ic drive

to botii the assessments, are also characterized as "undcerstardding" in tiie

parameter relationship silowf in Figure 9. Similarly, thePL Soid line cnnec-

tions between torcus and misaiions, and the RDT&E program _o total planning,

symbolize the piannirng relationship between current efforts and revised plans.

in addition, th~e C,)nr.LCtion between forces and missions ind tihc ongoing kDT&L

prograim ,ro)viLdes a casu iL., i._ ut to net iOI &L' assessment.

~~ ~ ~ ~ii a!cte car;:cliy tLac nat iona"L C'U(' itv Vu k-

guiuulinues (unccrs tan.. rg, nnilitiry strength, interndatinal aiiincu,,

tecnigIci :,t o,.rce;, and organizational), and total )TZ pianri-L

(Lecinoigica b~be, e~ouLLorganizational, allies, joint service

intend~on,;i ad rziliiLS andrefectthe key imterre io3ticn-

SIp L.;I mst e e~alisiedtoproideanupgraded and revitalized RD'f&h

*l n.andoe.,
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National security goals are concerned with maintaining U.S. and allied

strengtih to deter armed aggression and intimidation, to contain aggrussion

it deterrence fails, and to wage total war only in the face of necessity.

Wnat ciianges is the strategy by which these goals are achieved. Tiuesu

changes are based upon perception of how much strength the United States

needs to attain the goals and how the strength is to be maintained.

Today's defense posture is influenced by two basic drives: (I) the

national drive to contain the arms race, a drive that has enabled us to

be satisfied with strategic nuclear parity after years of strategic domi-

nance, and (2) the national drive for economy in spending which constrains

planners to a more precise definition of what constitutes an adequate de-

fense. These drives place new demands on the R&D effort which must continue

to guard against technological surprise and provide for long-term force

modernization, yet spend less and avoid arms racing. Accurate assessment

of needs is the key to maintaining long-term national security with a de-

rcreasing defense R&D budget. Four basic needs have evolved as critical to

long term national security. These are: (1) the need for technological

superiority in crucial areas to guard against technological surprise, (2)

the need for maintaining technological balance in less crucial areas as a

basis for general force modernization, (3) the need for R&D bargaining chips

to provide the incentive for further arms control, and (4) the need for

utilization of the total national and allied R&D effort. These needs re-

present the minimum requirements for maintaining a balance of power with

* I the Soviet Union.

Two new goals have been added to the former national security goals

of Military, International Alliances, Strength and Negotiation. These

are Understanding and Efficiency. Understanding is meant in its broadest

sense, to include the understanding of the capabilities and limitations

of the United States as well as those of the adversary, and the under-

standing of the potential of science and technology. Understanding is a

basic ingredient in the attainment of the other four goals but has been

introduced as a separate goal to emphasize the need for more precision in

4 O



*h tuc g t torce halanc and econumizat ion. The goal of Lfficieri,: ;or

Liius th ie eoeflnic iu of aiL national resources, including eniergy :and

Lay:.I ci)Lly mut be sut I orth as a goal because wir-hour it we liaVte

no0 governor on how resoujrces, are to be used in attaining the goals and

nio rt .i-ibab fogielnstr- seleCtLag realistic R&D objective-i. Lncreascd

emphasis- an cooperat ion with allies for the purpose of R&D work shiaring as

Well IS'is !orc sharing is alS so ssential to the efficient use of resourccs.
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